
HOKUBO Tourism Association

Contact us ▶ info.hokubo@gmail.com

Experience in a real contryside in Japan (Basic 2days plan)

2 days plan in order to have fun in a Japanese real cuntryside. 

2 days plan, you start from a  cycling seeing traditional architectures and natures in 

a village covered by mountain. Standing at points where you feel the tradition of the 

village, you must be calme and feel sacred atmospehre. 

Villager will guide you. Read special stories in English.

*This plan is recommended for a family or a group because 

your room is not separated.

Two-day experience fee is 

¥ 54,000 for 4 people. (13,500 yen per person) Cash payment on the day 

“Please come to Hokubo-azae Stn by 11:00”

Hankyu Express bus (Route Osaka to Niimi/Miyoshi)
Depart from Umeda Hankyu 3rd Ave. at 7:30 / Arrive at Hokubo-azae Stn. at 10:50 

Tour Schedule *Pay for the express bus fare yourself     



This area is one of the best place 

for cyclilng in Okayama because 

there are not so many slopes and 

you see beautiful rice fields and 

mountain. You can decide if you 

need a tour guide or not. 

Cycling is the best when it is sunny !



Visit spiritual places

In this area, hokubo, there are many spiritual places 

where you feel the nature and know the history of the 

area. You can get out of your daily life visiting this places 

emptying your head.

Ancient tomb of the ancient king



Iya Cave
85m. You see so many stone statues.
There are 88 at the entrances and 33 inside. And 
you encounter many bats. You feel like doing a 
adventuree

Suwa Cave  

Caves ～from the ancient world～

In this area, limestone zone, you see caves everywhere.



Kompira Shrine

Built 230 years ago. There is a large rock ( hight:13m, 
length:110m). You also see a stone wall along the cliff 

Byobu stone

Standing to cover the shirne. You see 
many stone models like lanterns and 
statues.



Dinner

Lunch on the first day 

Please stay in Japanese room with 4 people

Traditional House Restaurant HOTARUAN

We also prepare a breakfast set

Japanese style



KIYOTO CａｆｅＪｙｏｕｇｏｕ ｔｅｍｐｌｅ
Second day lunch

Spring water SHIOKAWA

Pear pizza



option Have a traditional meal with locals 

Harvest vegetables

for your dinner and cook with locals.

Dining with a fireplace 

4,860 yen per person


